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Using the “Create Lists” function in Sierra, I create a review file for bibliographic records where the 599
field has CRRA

Once that list has been gathered, I split it into serials and monographs, based on a fixed field code in our
system

Using the “Data Exchange” function & “output MARC records” process, I create MARC files of the CRRA
serial records & CRRA monographic records

I then export the MARC record files to my local drive.

I open the file in MarcEdit (http://marcedit.reeset.net/), converting the MARC file to a txt file for editing
(or it could be converted to a MARC text file .mrk)

In the MarcEdit Editor, I use the “swap fields” utility to copy the MARC 907 subfield a to an 866 field. I
copy to an 866 field, so that I can delete existing 856 fields & then I change the 866 to an 856.

I then use the “edit subfield” utility to replace .b with http://libus.csd.mu.edu/record=

The bibliographic record numbers export with a check digit at the end. For the link to work, we have to
remove the last digit from the number. Using the “edit subfield” utility, type “866” into Field, “u” into
subfield, and “.$” in field data. Don’t enter anything in the Replace with field. Make sure “regular
expression” is checked. The dot is a wildcard for one character and the $ is an anchor for the end of the
line. So, it’s saying replace the last character before the end of the line with nothing.

Using the “edit subfield” utility, I add a subfield z with the text “Click for holdings”. Be sure to check the
“New subfield only” checkbox.

I then use the “Add/Delete field” utility to delete the 856, 907, 945, and 998 fields

I then use Find/Replace to replace all the 866’s with 856’s

Once all the changes are made, I save the .txt file, and then use MarcEdit tools to convert the .txt file
into a MARC file with UTF-8 encoding.
Be sure the “MarkMaker” function is highlighted & the “Translate to UTF-8” checkbox is checked.

I then send the file as an attachment to our Head of Library Systems, who uploads the file to our
webserver and notifies Eric Morgan that it is ready.

Joining files together in MarcEdit.

If you have two separate files of MARC records, as I do, you might want to join them together to send as
one big file for upload.

To do this: in MarcEdit, select the “Tools” menu, “MARCJoin” function

In the popup window, - in the “Destination” box, navigate to the folder where you want to save the new
file and give it a name.

In the “Files to” box, navigate to the folder with the files you want to join, and highlight the file names
you want to join (use CTRL+click to select multiple files)
Click the “Process” button to join the files.

